
AAP MANUSCRIPT CHECKLIST & KEY FEATURES
When submitting your manuscript, please include the items below, and please do a final check of the manuscript before 
submission to the publisher for completeness and accuracy. 

____ Please organize and label all files clearly. File names should be no longer than 45 characters.

_____ Font size 11 point Times Roman with 1.5 line spacing.

____ Heading styles:  NUMBER 1 HEADS SHOULD BE ALL BOLD, CAPS, ROMAN
Number 2 Heads Should Be Bold, Title Case, Roman
Number 3 Heads Should Be Bold, Title Case, Italic
Number 4 heads should be bold, sentence style, italic
Number 5 heads should be light face, sentence style, italic

____ Note that paragraphs (1.1, 1.1.1, etc.) should be numbered for scientific books; not necessary for nonscientific books. 

MATERIALS FOR THE BOOK:
____ Front matter for the book:

 ____ Title page: Should include title, subtitle page, book series (if applicable), and editors’/authors’ names in 
order in which they should appear everywhere.

 ____ Table of contents. (Include part titles grouping by chapters by theme where applicable)
 ____ Foreword (optional but encouraged, written by an expert in the field who is not affiliated with the book)
 ____ Preface (Note: Should be what the book is actually about, not what may have been proposed originally.)
 ____ Introduction (optional; may also be chapter 1)
 ____ About the Author(s)/Editor(s): for book authors and editors only; not for chapter authors
 ____ Short About the Author(s)/Editor(s) for marketing purposes. 1500 characters MAX per editor/author 

including spaces; include only the most important information; no need to list all awards, publications, etc.
 ____ List of Contributors: for edited books, with affiliations. (No addresses or email addresses, please.) 
 ____ Lists of abbreviations or symbols (as appropriate, and only include abbreviations and symbols included 

in the text; no need to include very common abbreviations)

____  Text of book (all chapters). Ideally, the contents will consist of several parts, such as Part 1, Part 2, etc.

____   References: At the end of each chapter (including for authored books); Make sure all in-text citations are included in
the reference section. Please include figure/image source below figure captions to make them easily traceable. 
For example: Source: Reprinted with permission from Samy et al., 2020. OR Source: Adapted from Samy et al., 2020.
For complete instructions, see the AAP manuscript instruction booklet: 
https://appleacademicpress.com/download/AAP_MS_INSTRUX.pdf 
Also see: https://pubs.acs.org/doi/full/10.1021/acsguide.40303 for clear examples.  

Quick Tutorial: Make sure to include the following for references:

JOURNAL REFERENCES: These should include: Authors’ names + Article title + Journal title + Volume/Issue Number +  
Year of publication + Page number or range

BOOK REFERENCES: These should include:  Chapter authors/editors (as appropriate) + Book title + 
book editors (as appropriate) + Year of publication + Name of publisher

PROCEEDINGS, SYMPOSIUMS: Include: Paper title, Author name, Complete location details and dates

WEBSITES: Should include: Website page title + document/article + authors’ names  +URL + date of publication or, 
if no date is listed, use date accessed. 

IMPORTANT & NECESSARY DOCUMENTS:
____ Completed AAP Copyright Transmittal & Permission Checklist (AAP figures-tables chart). This form 

must be provided for each chapter for edited books. This will help us to know which figures, illustrations, photos, 
etc., are original (100% created by the chapter authors) and do not need permission, and those that are reprinted 
and may need permission. The checklist is available at the bottom of this page: 
http://www.appleacademicpress.com/publishwithus 

  NOTES: 1. We cannot proceed with book production without proper permissions in place. 2. We cannot include  
reprinted material from IEEE publications unless you provide permission document. 3. Any artwork from the internet 
should be traced to its original source to ascertain permission status.
____ Copies of documents/emails/etc. giving permission to reproduce reprinted/copyrighted material, including  

any figures, tables, charts, photographs, etc., that have been published in print or online, etc. 
____ List of selected figures or tables for color printing. Please list 10–15 max.

Submit all material to AAP via a service such as DropBox, Google Drive, WeTransfer, etc. OR you can send us the files via email 
attachments.  Give access permission and/or send the files to appleacademicindia@gmail.com and your AAP contact.
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